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Madame the Princess, the kindness of whose heart
extends to the utmost confines of this new world, has
declared herself the Mother and foundress of the
Mission called that " of the Apostles," in the nation
commonly known as the Tobacco nation. She wishes
to contribute to the conversion of those peoples; and,
while her son Monseigneur the Prince enlarges the
Kingdom of France, she tries to extend the limits of
the Empire of Jesus Christ.

I will finish this Chapter with the death [9] of two
young Frenchmen, who have been greatly regretted
in this country on account of both their virtue and
their knowledge of languages. One was named
Frangois Marguerie, and the other Jean Amiot.
While crossing the great River opposite three Rivers,
in a Savage canoe, they were drowned in sight of
the French, without its being possible to render them
any assistance. Both were brave and skillful; and,
what is to be prized above all, they led, in the opin-
ion of the whole country, a most innocent life. A
storm suddenly arose; their bark canoe, which was
worthless, split open and caused them to lose their
lives.

It was Jean Amiot who last year captured a Hiro-
quois who amid the fires sang these words: " An-
taiok " (thus the Hiroquois and Hurons called him)
" is the cause of my going to Heaven. I am very
glad of this, and am grateful to him for it." While
on his way down to Quebec some time before his
death, to obtain leave from Monsieur the Governor
to lead a party of French against the Hiroquois, he
challenged all the young men to a race, either with
snowshoes on their [10] feet, or without snowshoes.
Some of them entered the lists against him, but he


